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Abstract—Regulating the power consumption to avoid peaks
in demand is a common practice. Demand Response(DR) is
being used by utility providers to minimize costs or ensure
system reliability. Although it has been used extensively there is
a shortage of solutions dealing with dynamic DR. Past attempts
focus on minimizing the load demand without considering the
sustainability of the reduced energy. In this paper an efﬁcient
algorithm is presented which solves the problem of dynamic
DR scheduling. Data from the USC campus micro grid were
used to evaluate the efﬁciency as well as the robustness of the
proposed solution. The targeted energy reduction is achieved
with a maximum average approximation error of ≈ 0.7%.
Sustainability of the reduced energy is achieved with respect to
the optimal available solution providing a maximum average
error less than 0.6%. It is also shown that a solution is provided
with a low computational cost fulﬁlling the requirements of
dynamic DR.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
As demand for power increases so does the complexity
involving safe and reliable energy distribution [14]. Recent
innovations in power grids have provided smart tools, to
help utility providers monitor and predict power demand [3].
Demand Response (DR) is a well known method employed
by energy providers to control demand [2]. It is used to ﬁnd
the equilibrium between energy production and consumption
which ensures reliable energy distribution.
Energy providers use different techniques to manipulate
customer load which include: direct control [6], price incentives [13] as well as voluntary participation [3]. Their primary
goal is to shift the energy consumption to different periods
of the day thus eliminating peaks in demand. This can be
achieved by employing a controlled energy reduction schedule
of participating customers known as a DR event. Although this
is a well accepted technique it might not produce the desirable
results as it may be the case where peaks in demand are shifted
to other periods of the day. An acceptable solution would be
to evenly distribute consumption across a speciﬁed period of
the day. This can be achieved by employing a sustainable
DR event. DR event is said to be sustainable if it achieves
consistent energy reduction for the scheduled time frame. It
can be formally deﬁned with:
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(1)

R is the observed reduction described by a list of pairs
denoting timestamp xi and the reduction value of each observation during DR. The level of sustainability is measured with
S. If S → 0 then the achieved reduction is said to be highly
sustainable.
Sustainable energy reduction is a hard combinatorial optimization problem. Customers deployed on top of the power
grid are inherently unpredictable making the provision of a
sustainable DR event even more difﬁcult. This supports the
need for an automated procedure that efﬁciently reacts and
enacts dynamically(dynamic DR), to ensure the fulﬁllment of
the DR requirements.
This paper addresses the problem of providing a DR schedule of participating customers based on past observations on
their consumption behavior. The contributions of this paper
can be summarized as follows:
• The proposed algorithm adheres to the time constraints
of dynamic DR, providing a solution with low computational cost.
• The computed solution achieves a highly sustainable
energy reduction in compared to the available optimal
solution.
• The provided solution utilizes the minimum number of
customers necessary to achieve the target energy reduction minimizing the level of intrusiveness on customers.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The research presented so far deals with residential cases [9]
mostly concerned with household appliances [11]. This can be
considered as an unrealistic scenario as utility providers cannot
sustain individual information for each unique appliance. The
solution we propose needs to deal only with aggregated
consumption observation for each individual customer. The
observations are associated with different strategies which include direct control or voluntary participation through the use
of incentives. The effectiveness of each strategy is embedded

on the observed reduction values from past DR information
which are considered to make a calculated decision when
scheduling a DR event.
The problem of minimizing peak to average consumption
ratio has been well studied. Several approaches have been
proposed including dynamic programming [7], linear programming [15] and particle swarm optimization [17]. The
primary goal of each approach was to directly control appliances which accounted for a high percent of the overall
energy consumption. Although the initial approaches did not
consider customer comfort the latter did. Our solution deals
with customer comfort although not directly. It has been
shown in related work that the reduction strategies can be
optimized to maximize customer comfort [8]. The selection
procedure considers customer behavior through consumption
observations of past DR events assuming the customer comfort
factor embedded into the data.
Alternate approaches on the demand regulation problem
include game theoretic formulations constrained by real time
pricing policies [5] or customer comfort levels [4]. Although
these techniques rely on cooperative action and can be implemented in a distributed way they cannot ensure elimination
of demand peaks. Customers’ conﬂicting needs might still
shift demand peaks in other periods of the day. Our goal
is to provide a procedure that both solves the sustainable
DR problem while also has the ability to quickly adapt to
undesirable customer behavior.
A similar problem to ours has been studied in [18]. There
the authors make a mixed-integer programming formulation
and propose three approximate methods to deal with the case
of a feeder failure. They assume customer compliance and deal
with excess demand by balancing the load between working
transformers and customers participating in DR. In contrast to
this approach our solution considers only customers to handle
the excess energy demand.
III. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
The notation used throughout this section are summarized
in Table I. We formulate the problem as follows: we are
given a set of n customers. Each one is associated with
m available strategies. For each customer-strategy pair there
exists a curtailment vector (r1 , r2 , ..., rT ) representing a DR
event of size T . The curtailment vector is calculated as the
difference between the baseline consumption and the observed
consumption during DR of past DR events. The accuracy
of the predicted values depend on the prediction models [3]
which are out of the scope of this work.
Let R (in kWh) be the targeted energy reduction of a
DR event. Our goal is to ﬁnd a subset of the participating
customers to include in the DR event to curtail R
T per interval.
In this paper we deal with the simple case which requires
for each customer to be paired with a single strategy from
the available ones for the whole DR event time frame.The
collective achieved reduction by the selected set of customers
is described by:
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Curtailment Vector(CV) of customer i paired with
strategy j.
Reduction value at interval t from the curtailment
vector of the speciﬁed customer-strategy pair.
Unit value used for scaling original coin set to
construct the bins.
Original coin set based on the US denomination. c̃i
denotes the i-th coin.
Adjusted coin set for a speciﬁed unit value v. ci
denotes the i-th adjusted coin.
Number of customers used from i-th bin.
Number of customers residing in the i-th bin.
Set of representatives consisting of the reduction per
interval of each individual customer.
The i-th representative corresponding to the i-th
customer.
Targeted reduction per interval.
Dollar amount of the speciﬁed reduction scaled using
v.
The set of bins being indexed using change making
for target M .
The set of bins being indexed using change making
for target M̃ .
Max representative from the bin of range (ci−1 , ci ].

TABLE I: Notation Table
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Here A is the set of customer-strategy combinations selected
to participate in the DR event. We aim to maximize the potential reduction constrained by minimizing the deviation between
consecutive intervals. An energy reduction of lower value per
interval can be sustainable, although it will not collectively
achieve the given target. Our algorithm will provide a solution
of the maximum possible sustainable energy reduction.
Our problem can be expressed as Integer Linear Programming Problem(ILP) [16]. It is known that ILP is N P-hard.
This means that for a small number of customers the solution is
achievable with a low computational cost. The same is not true
for a large number of customers. It can be also formulated as
a 0-1 knapsack problem [12]. However dynamic programming
does not ﬁt well to the deﬁnition of this problem as we are
dealing with real numbers as weights.
IV. P ROPOSED A LGORITHM
The proposed solution is based on the change making problem [12] which addresses the question: how a given amount
of money can be made using the least amount of coins?. The
coins are the available customer-strategy pairs and their value
is the predicted reduction per interval. Following this deﬁnition
we group the customers into bins which are differentiated by
their bin value. Each bin has a speciﬁc range deﬁned by the
coin set and the speciﬁed scaling factor called unit value v.
The coin set(US coin set) provides an optimal solution in terms
of the number of coins utilized. The bin range deﬁned by coin
c̃i will be (c̃i−1 · v, c̃i · v]. The participating customers are
grouped in the same bin if their reduction estimate, which we
call representative, falls in the corresponding bin range. After
the distribution step, customers are paired with the strategy

that approximates most closely the bin value(upper bin range).
The level of approximation is calculated using the euclidean
distance of the corresponding curtailment vector from the bin
value. The target reduction M = R
T , is normalized using
the same unit value (M̃ = M
)
giving
the amount to be
v
constructed. Finally the bins are indexed greedily from largest
to smallest to create the given target. A pseudo-code describing
the above procedure is presented in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Change Making Scheduler
Input: Curtailment vectors for each customer-strategy pair.
Output: List of customer-strategy pair.
1: representatives ← customers.representatives()
2: v ← calc unit value(representatives)
3: for i ← 1 to c.size do
4:
c[i] ← c̃[i] · v
5: end for
6: M̃ ← M/v
7: bins ← distribute(c, customers)
8: for i ← 1 to buckets.size do
9:
sort(bins[i])
10: end for
11: for i ← c.size to 1 do
12:
j←0
13:
while M − c̃[i] ≥ 0 do
14:
while c[j] − bins[i].customer[j].reduction ≥ 0 and
j ≤ bins[i].length do
15:
result.add(bins[i].customer[j])
16:
c[j] ← c[j] − bins.customer[j].reduction
17:
j ←j+1
18:
end while
M̃ ← M̃ − c[i]
19:
20:
end while
21: end for
22: return result
A correct distribution of customers will always produce
customer-strategy pairs that ﬁt the constructed bin values. This
will enable the change making algorithm to greedily produce
a combination of pairs that achieve the overall target R. The
representatives as well as the chosen unit value affect the
approximation accuracy. A unit value is suitable if we can ﬁnd
at least one customer-strategy pair in each bin that achieves
the bin value for all intervals in a DR event.
A. Representatives
The representatives are used to initially distribute each
customer to a speciﬁed bin. If the distribution is done correctly
then a bin value can be achieved by individual customerstrategy pairs. This would yield an accurate combination of
bins which are going to be used to make the reduction target
while taking advantage of the change making formulation.
Three methods were implemented for calculating the representatives. Their main properties are simplicity and low
complexity. They are based on examining the curtailment
vectors of each customer separately. The ﬁrst method which is

denoted as MAX, selects the maximum value from all intervals
of all possible strategies for a customer. The second method
called AVG, calculates an average of the reduction considering
all intervals of all strategies. The third and ﬁnal method called
MAVG, selects the maximum value from the average reduction
of each strategy available to a customer.
B. Unit Value
Selecting a suitable unit value must be a compromise
between accuracy and execution time. We developed ﬁve
different heuristics with different level of complexity and
accuracy.
a) Greedy: The greedy approach uses as unit value the
target reduction per interval(v = M ). This choice converts
our problem to a simple 0-1 knapsack problem since all the
customers under consideration will be in the ﬁrst bin and
selecting a subset of them will be constrained by the maximum
weight/reduction target. Although simple this technique is
known to be suboptimal when using a greedy algorithm.
Motivated by this we developed simple heuristics that take
into account reduction data patterns to provide a suitable unit
value.
b) Minimum Goal Accumulated Bin Error (MGABE):
This heuristic aims at selecting as unit value the representative
that creates an adjusted coin set which minimizes the following
two quantities. This is described in:
min
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The ﬁrst quantity refers to the accumulated error produced
by the deviation of the estimated reduction of the customers
inside a bin from the bin value. The second quantity is
the deviation created by the difference between the target
reduction and the selected combination of bin values to achieve
M.
c) Minimum Accumulated Average Bin Error
(MAABE): Another method is to consider minimizing only
the quantity connected with the bin values. This heuristic
considers the average reduction of the representatives that
exist in each bin and tries to minimize their difference from
the bin value. The representative that constructs the adjusted
coin set which minimizes this quantity is selected. The
heuristic is described formally with:
⎛
⎞


⎝c i − ( 1 ·
(uk ))⎠.
(4)
min
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d) Minimum Coin Error (MCE): Both of the previously
presented heuristics consider all the bins when calculating
the overall estimated error. It might be more advantageous
to focus on speciﬁc bins which are related to the given
target. This could potentially lower the computational cost.
It can also provide a solution unaffected by reduction patterns
irrelevant to our target. This heuristic estimates M̃ considering
all the representatives as a potential unit value v. Using this

information it pre-calculates the bins which are to be used in
the end result. Then it selects v from the representative set, that
minimizes the accumulated error induced only by the selected
bins. It is formally described by:

 
(5)
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This heuristic, is similar to the ﬁrst part of Eg. 3. However it
is calculated for only selected bins depending on the targeted
reduction.
e) Unit Data Trend (UDT): A major drawback of
selecting a unit value from the representative set is assuming
that it contains a suitable one. In many cases this is not true as
such a scenario depends strongly on the data distribution. UDT
was developed to avoid this limitation. It uses the initial coin
value set to form the bin values. The customers are distributed
into their corresponding bins based on their estimates and then
the following weighted average is calculated:
v=

7
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.
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The result from this calculation is used as the unit value. The
weights represent the number of customers selected from bin i.
The value corresponding to a speciﬁc weight is the maximum
reduction observed in that bin divided by the original coin
value of the bin.
C. Complexity
The size of the input is deﬁned as n · m · t where n is the
number of customers, m is the number of available strategies
and t is the number of intervals. A realistic scenario is having
a constant number of intervals and strategies. From this we can
safely presume that the size of the input is measured in the
number of customers. The complexity is affected by speciﬁc
initialization steps common to all of the developed heuristics.
The common operations include calculating the representatives (line 1), distributing customers into bins (line 7), sorting
customer-strategy combinations in each bin according to their
deviation from the bin value (line 9) and selecting the bins
to index through change making (line 11). They present
complexity of O(n), O(n), O(n log n) and O(n) respectively.
All the heuristics except for the greedy, add an extra
computational cost. MGABE and MCE have the same complexity of O(n log n) since both need to examine the whole
representative set and calculate the error produced for each bin
value. MAABE has the highest complexity since it needs to
consider all the representatives and calculate the average value
for each bin. Finally UDT calculates the weighted average an
operation which is of linear complexity (O(n)).
V. E XPERIMENTS & R ESULTS
The experiments evaluate the accuracy of the provided
schedule in terms of the overall achieved reduction as well
as the sustainability of the reduced consumption.

A. Data-set, Experimental Set up & Evaluation Methods
The data-set utilized contains consumption information
from the smart grid deployed at the University of Southern
California. The consumption measurements were sampled at
15-min granularity. Predicting consumption during DR was
done using the ARIMA model [10]. The baseline consumption was determined by using the Southern California Edison(CASCE) [1] model. The data-set consists of 33 buildings
which participated in 380 DR tests. The participating buildings
include classroom, ofﬁces, dorm rooms as well as meeting
halls. The DR events were conducted between 1:00 - 5:00
PM as this was the period of the day with the highest
observed demand [3]. Although the strategies employed for
each building are important for the overall achieved reduction
they do not have any signiﬁcance for the selection procedure.
This is because the algorithm is just concerned about the
reduction values which could be induced by any combination
of strategies. For a more detail description the reader can
reference [8].
The experiments consist of two parts. In the ﬁrst part
we evaluate the heuristics using all available buildings. In
the second part we randomly select a subset of our original
building set to test the robustness of each heuristic. Each
building-strategy pair has equal probability to be chosen. The
metrics used are the absolute percentage error in the ﬁrst case
and MAPE in the second case.
B. Overall Reduction
In Fig. 1 the absolute percentage error for various reduction
targets is presented. The comparison is between the different
techniques used to calculate the representatives. MAX surpasses for most heuristics the other two techniques. AVG and
MAVG underestimate the potential reduction which results
in placing buildings to bins of lower value limiting their
maximum reduction. It has little effect on the greedy technique
since it does not rely on combining multiple bins that face the
previous issue. Reduction targets in the range of 500 - 1500
kWh present a lower accuracy error since they utilized a combination of bins. If the target is higher or lower respectively
it relies on speciﬁc building pairs which are few and most of
the time do not ﬁt well the necessary reduction.
The results of Fig.1 denote overall MAX as the most suitable technique for calculating the representatives. In Fig 2 we
compare the accuracy of each heuristic giving the CDF of the
normalized absolute percentage error for MAX technique. The
accuracy of the greedy heuristic is very promising although in
several occasions is not consistent. The high accuracy is a
result of the lower reduction values which ﬁll the remainder
to the target value as we greedily iterate from higher to lower
reduction values. In several occasions such a combination will
not be available yielding a lower accuracy.
MAABE provides the most consistent results in terms
of accuracy. The unit value selected will balance the error
distribution across all bins favoring bins of bigger value. This
in combination with the change making algorithm, will provide
an accurate solution since the overall approximation error

Fig. 1: The effect of representatives on the overall approximation error for a variety of targets for each one of the developed heuristics.

Fig. 2: CDF of absolute percentage error using MAX technique for
the different reduction targets.

Fig. 3: Overall approximation error using randomly generated
building-strategy sets.

will be reduced for larger reduction quantities denoted by the
corresponding bin values.
MGABE is least effective maintaining larger inconsistencies
in the observed approximation error. It is due to the minimization procedure which aims at fulﬁlling conﬂicting goals. A
minimized error induced by the relative bin values does not

Fig. 4: Approximation error from the achieved sustainable load
reduction in comparison to the optimal solution.

necessarily include a combination of them that minimize the
deviation from the speciﬁed target.
MCE was developed as a local search heuristic. It provides
a solution with low computational cost by focusing only on
bins that are more likely to be used in the end result. The
effectiveness of MCE can be evaluated better on a search
space dense with potential solutions. It is shown in Fig 2 that
the error evolves similarly to MAABE. Although there are
occasions were it is higher. This is a direct result of its local
search characteristics which are induced when examining only
one representative from each bin, thus underestimating the
potential combined reduction when more than one buildings
are utilized.
UDT follows a similar procedure to that of MCE focusing on speciﬁc bins to produce an approximate unit value.
It considers all the customer-strategy pairs needed for the
given target reduction. The deviation between the customers
under consideration will affect the unit value. In essence the
constructed bin values will represent best the reduction with

the largest weight or the one with the highest reduction value
(Eq. 6). In such a scenario the combination of bins used will
consist of some which might not yield the needed reduction
as described by the bin value.
The presented results do not clearly distinguish a speciﬁc
heuristic as the best one. In Fig. 3 we present the results
of the experiments using the randomly generated building
subsets. The results follow same pattern as before although
the advantages and the disadvantages of the heuristics used
are more clear. It can be sheen that for lower reduction
targets all the heuristics produce a higher error than the greedy
approach. This is a result of the change making algorithm
which focuses on lower bins to pay for the reduction needed.
In case there are less than the necessary buildings in them the
approximation accuracy will be low. However for larger targets
the accuracy of the heuristics is equal to or surpasses that of the
greedy approaches. This is direct result of the change making
combination which spreads to multiple bins and avoids the
problem appearing for the lower reduction targets.
C. Reduction Sustainability
The sustainability achieved by each heuristic was evaluated
against a given target of 3,0000 kWh. This choice was made
to evaluate the robustness of the solution against a diverse
combination of buildings utilized in the provided schedule.
Achieving a sustainable reduction is not related to minimizing
consumption. Our goal is to evenly distribute consumption for
a speciﬁed period of the day. This will ensure the reliable
operation of the power grid.
The heuristics that produce a highly sustainable reduction schedule are the ones that focus on ﬁnding buildingstrategy pairs that represent well each bin value. Those include
MGABE, MAABE and UDT as the results of Fig 4 show.
Although MCE is based on the same notion it does not produce
similar results. This is caused by optimistically assuming that
each bin contains the right amount of building-strategy pairs
needed to be utilized for the given target. The greedy approach
will be the worst in terms of sustainability as it does not
consider matching the bin values when making a selection.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we focused on solving the problem of Dynamic
DR scheduling. We presented an approximate algorithm that
achieves a sustainable energy reduction, while providing a
low accuracy error with respect to the optimal solution. The
provided method fulﬁlls the requirements of dynamic DR,
as it provides a solution with low computational complexity.
The heuristics we developed differ in terms of accuracy
for the achieved reduction, as well as the achieved level
of sustainability. MAABE achieves the best accuracy but is
computationally expensive. UDT and MCE can be used instead
to lower the computational cost while maintaining an increased
accuracy as the input size increases. MAABE is suitable for
relatively small data-sets (e.g small industrial zones, university
campuses) where solutions are few. UDC and MCE reduce the
computational cost and should be used on large data-sets (e.g

large residential neighborhoods) where it is expected for the
search space to be dense with potential solutions.
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